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Remnants of Earth’s old governments wage a guerrilla war 
on Coalition forces. Ideological extremists commit acts of 
terror using the latest horror to spring from a factory or test 
tube…

And the value of a human soul is weighed and measured in 
lines of code.

Nova Praxis is a post-singularity sci-fi setting that explores 
transhumanism and post-scarcity societies against a backdrop 
of action, adventure, conspiracy, and intrigue.

Things have changed. We have changed.
Earth is lost to us, but even in the aftermath of this terrible 

tragedy, we grow, evolve, and even prosper. We have 
witnessed the death of our mother and the birth of a new 
era.

In what might have been the end, salvation was found in the 
synthesis of biology and technology. Augmentation, ranging 
from basic genetic manipulation to Apotheosis, set us on the 
path of prosperity. And more, these advances reinforced the 
importance of identity, individuality, and what it means to be 
human.

The loss of Earth and the resulting Exodus gave us an 
opportunity to start over with a clean slate. And we seized it.

The need for organization, stability, and a reliable 
government was clear, but the old ways came to be viewed 
by the survivors as archaic, clumsy, and too easily corrupted.

It was time for a new way…a Nova Praxis.
Today, social networks allow the will of the people to be 

measured instantly, accurately, and without the need for 
representation. The Coalition, guided by the collective 
voice of its people, has established new homes on worlds 
lit by new suns. Molecular assembly technology has made it 
possible for society to provide a quality of life never before 
imagined, at essentially no cost, to everyone. And we are 
virtually immortal.

But can this would-be utopia last?
Corruption in the Coalition government fosters decay 

from within. The Houses, our benefactors and patrons, run 
shadowy networks of intrigue, espionage, and assassination. 
Apostates, those who refuse citizenship in the Coalition, 
condemn those who would trade their privacy for the 
Coalition’s security. 

Nova Praxis is…
…a tabletop role-playing game featuring the Savage 

Worlds Role-Playing Game System, tailored specifically for 
Nova Praxis.

…a relatively “hard sci-fi” setting that takes place during 
the aftermath of a short-lived technological singularity.

…an exploration of the tropes of transhuman sci-fi: 
mind uploading, resleeving, artificial intelligence, and 
augmentation.

…an exploration of the societal impacts of a reputation-
based post-scarcity economy.

…a game in which players play characters who slip between 
the cracks of civilization and perform jobs their patrons 
would rather keep off the books.

...a setting full of conflict. The Houses wage a secret 
Shadow War against each other, purist and transhuman 
ideologies clash violently, and apostates rebel against the 
oppression of the Coalition government.

...home to railguns, powered armor, starships, security 
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dozens of other smaller colonies and habitats, both in the Sol 
system and beyond, that people call home.

The Coalition and Houses
In the wake of the Exodus there was chaos. The governments 

of Earth collapsed, and humanity struggled to survive in small 
isolated pockets.

The remnants of Earth’s corporations and governments 
eventually grew into what would become the Houses. And in 
time, the Houses came together to form the Coalition of Free 
States.

The Coalition is humanity’s only officially recognized 
government. It is made up of the Houses, of which every 
Coalition citizen is a member.

Advanced technology has made it possible for the Coalition 
government to meet all of the needs of its citizens; who live 
in what many would describe as a utopia. But the people pay 
a hidden cost for life in paradise. They pay with their privacy, 
and their freedom, and there are many who chafe under the 
restrictions placed upon them.

Apostates
Not everyone is a member of the Coalition. Some choose, 

or are forced by circumstance, to live outside the Houses. 
These non-citizens are called apostates.

Many apostates survive by avoiding the Coalition’s 
Protectorate, and scavenging on the outskirts of civilization. 
Some work for one of the Houses in hopes of gaining 
citizenship, usually slaving for years with very little hope of 
acceptance.

Apostates who live apart from the Coalition are certainly 
more free than Coalition citizens, but do not benefit from 
the Coalition’s resources. For many apostates, every day is a 
struggle to get by.

The Singularity and Mimir
In the year 2042, the exponential pace of technological 

advancement gave way to an AI of unprecedented potential. 
This AI, called Mimir (pronounced “Me-Mer”), ran for three 
months before mysteriously shutting down. During its 
short lifespan, it advanced human technology by nearly a 
millennium.

Humanity now combs through Mimir’s research archives in 
search of new technology. The Archives are publicly available 
to all on the Extranet, but it typically requires large teams 
with tremendous funding to find anything useful.

Earth is Lost
Humanity has left Earth, fleeing destruction in an event 

called the Exodus. The Technophage was a nanotechnological 
weapon deployed as a last resort during a terrible global war. 
Control over the technophage was lost, and soon became a 
global threat. The war ended as humanity fled, leaving Earth 
in an event that would come to be called the Exodus.

Just under one hundred million people survived. And now, 
thousands work around the clock, wielding mankind’s most 
destructive weapons, to maintain the technophage’s Earth 
quarantine.

Space and Other Worlds
One of Mimir’s biggest inventions was the jump drive, which 

allowed spacecraft to travel light years in just a few hours.
This technology also made it possible to create a system-

spanning jump ring network, which facilitates travel between 
the six major worlds mankind now inhabits.

The largest portion of humans remain in the Sol system, 
particularly on Luna and Mars. The rest inhabit other planets, 
moons and space stations in the Sol system. And there are 
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enclaves and networks are also known to 
use gold as a currency, though this can be 
dangerous since the Coalition has outlawed 
all minting of physical currency.

Transhumanity
Nova Praxis is a setting that explores the co-

evolution of humans and technology. Mimir’s 
inventions, called Mimir-tech, changed every-
thing. And it paved the way for humanity to 
change itself.

Bioware augmentations af-fect the genetic 
code of an individual, protecting her against 
disease and providing any number of biological 
enhancements.

Cyberware is where man meets machine. 
Nano-technological machine com-ponents are 
introduced into the body, resulting in powerful 
enhancements, upgraded or additional limbs, 
senses, or protection.

Of note, the single most transformative 
and controversial type of augmentation is a 
process called Apotheosis. During Apotheosis, 
the recipient’s brain is gradually, slowly, 
and seamlessly replaced by a network of 
nanomachines called a Mindset.

Once complete, the recipient still feels and 
behaves like himself. But he is not. His mind 
has been transformed into software, and runs 
on a cybernetic brain.

Once the mind has made the transition, it 
can be downloaded into other bodies, called 
“sleeves”, or left to live in a virtual environment 
as a Substrate Independent Mind (SIM).

Minds can be backed up, restored, copied, 
and even combined.

A (Nearly) Post-Scarcity Economy
Advanced technology has made it possible 

to dissolve the barriers between people and 
the resources they need to survive. This new 
era of abundance was made possible by the 
compiler technology created by Mimir, and is 
enforced by the Coalition itself.

Most citizens own at least one compiler and 
decompiler. These devices are used to quickly 
fabricate finished goods from raw materials, 
or break compiled items back down into 
their composite molecules. Together, these 
two technologies can be used to recycle with 
nearly 100% efficiency.

With the collapse of the world’s economies, 
and the devaluation of most goods, a new 
economy arose; one built on the only thing of 
true value, individuality. All Coalition citizens 
have a Reputation Rating, which determines 
what resources they are allowed to utilize in 
excess of the default standard available to all 
citizens.

A person’s Rep-Rating is affected by how 
people see you, how much you are respected, 
and how much you have given back to 
society. It is an attempt to quantify the value 
of a person, and it is determined by one’s 
contributions, and value to one’s peers.

Make enemies, leave bad impressions, or 
use more than your fair share, and you might 
find yourself ostracized and cut off from the 
finer things in life.

Apostates are not part of the Reputation 
economy, and instead barter for their goods 
and services. More organized apostate 

The Houses at a Glance
Cipriani

Purist, Elegance and Style, 
Power Systems and CIST Tech-
nology

Dalianis

Purist, Competitive and 
Expansionist, Small Arms, 
Starships and Combat Drones

Jinzhan

Strongly Purist, Independent 
and Isolationist, Seeks the 
destruction of Earth

Silva

Transhumanist, Secretive and 
Devious, Masters of Biotech, 
Energy Weapons and Warfare

Tsarya

Purist Leaning, Exploitative, 
Manipulative, Machines of War, 
Driven to Conflict

Kimura

Transhumanist, Highly Techno-
Progressive, Traditionally Neu-
tral, Masters of Software
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Savants can direct swarms of nanomachines with a thought, 
view distant locations through mesh sensors, dive into another 
person’s digital dirty secrets, control a habitat’s atmospheric 
and artificial gravity systems, and far more. Savants are rare, 
mysterious, and feared by anyone with any sense. Software 
and systems become extensions of their will, and they can 
turn the very environment itself against their enemies.

The Humanity Preservation Act
As might be expected, not everyone is eager to become 

software or otherwise tamper with their humanity. Members 
of various Purist movements actively campaign against  the 
proliferation of augmentation technology. They fear that 
they will one day be forced to augment themselves to remain 
competitive or even safe. These people see Savants and post-
human aberrants as proof that augmentation tech must be 
outlawed, or at least more tightly controlled.

The Humanity Preservation Act was put into place to do just 
that. The HPA limits how far a person can be legally augmented, 
insures that minds suffering from extreme Fragmentation are 
not restored, and bans the practice of leaving more than one 
copy of a mind active at a time.

But as history as shown, not everyone obeys the law...

Roughly 35% of humanity has now undergone Apotheosis, 
and that number grows with each passing year.

Advanced technology has changed many aspects of 
life. Data can be streamed directly into the visual cortex. 
Communication can happen with a thought. Memories can 
be recorded and played back later. Virtual worlds can be 
made indistinguishable from reality, and people count on 
digital agents to answer questions, offer advice, and help 
manage their lives.

We have become a human-machine civilization, a symbiotic 
union of the mind and software, the organic and synthetic.

The Mesh and the Digital Divide
Everything is connected. In Coalition controlled areas, 

the environment itself is like one big machine. Sensors are 
everywhere. The machine sees all, and hears all. This is the 
Mesh.

This massive stream of sensory data flows through the 
Monitors, powerful AIs created specifically to watch and 
report on events the Coalition government might find 
interesting. They log crimes, and are the eyes and ears of 
Inter-Rep, the organization that administers the Reputation 
system.

But the Mesh is far more than a ubiquitous security 
system; it is the always-on connection to the machines 
around you. Personal devices and augmentations connect 
to the mesh, and rely on its vast network of sensors to 
provide data and interpret the user’s words and gestures 
as commands. 

Savants
In a world of computers, the admin is god. Savants are rare 

Apotheosized individuals who have freed their Mindsets of 
their government imposed restrictions, enabling them to 
seize control of other computers systems.

back-alley brawl
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Optimistic Hard Sci-Fi
Nova Praxis is a sci-fi setting that makes use of a number 

of miraculous technologies. But just as it is defined by its 
features, it is also defined by its limits.

Psychic abilities are rumored to exist, but have never been 
reliably demonstrated.

Alien life exists on many of the planets humans have 
colonized, but we have never met another truly intelligent 
species like ourselves.

Force fields can bend light, but not matter. Massive jump 
drives are the only means of faster than light travel. And the 
HPA insures a person remains recognizably human… most of 
the time.

Nova Praxis and its Themes
Nova Praxis is a setting about humanity in transition, 

walking along the razor’s edge. In the wake of unimaginable 
destruction and loss, mankind has seized the opportunity to 
start anew. We have the opportunity to become a race of 
exalted gods, or face extinction kicking and screaming.

The themes represented in Nova Praxis reflect the dangers 
of extremist philosophies and behavior as they exist in a post-
singularity setting, and the struggle to survive in the chaos 
between those extremes…

Man vs. Machine
Tradition vs. Progression
Comfortable Mortality vs. Uncertain Eternity
Dystopian Liberty vs. Utopian Oppression
Capitalism vs. Socialism
Apostate vs. Citizen
Popular Lies vs. Hidden Truths
In Nova Praxis, these themes play out against a backdrop of 

conspiracy, action, and intrigue.

Open Conflict
The Coalition’s military and police, called the Protectorate, 

engages in small scale conflicts on a regular basis.
Piracy is a constant concern, as civilian and military craft 

are regularly hijacked by apostates for their supplies. These 
supplies usually go back to a hidden community somewhere, 
but are sometimes used to supply a budding resistance force.

Remnants of Earth’s governments still exist, and many 
of them wage a guerrilla war against the Coalition. Others 
wait in the shadows, gathering resources and waiting for an 
opportunity to strike.

Weaponized starships, bipedal combat frames, rail guns, 
particle accelerator rifles… These are the deadly tools of the 
trade employed on all sides.

Shadow Conflict
Beneath the Coalition’s veneer of safety and civilization, a 

war rages in the shadows. Few know about it, and nobody 
talks about it.

This battle, fought between small teams  of deniable 
operatives called Auxiliaries, has been waging in some form 
or another for decades. Assassination, kidnapping, spying, 
sabotage, smuggling, theft, arson… the Houses will do 
anything for a competitive edge. 

But it all remains hidden. Official reports mysteriously 
disappear. Organized media turns a blind eye. Outspoken 
“conspiracy theorists” fall strangely silent.. The Shadow War 
rages on, as it always has, unseen by the public at large.

The Coalition’s seemingly ubiquitous surveillance and 
security system has holes and exploits, back doors left open 
by the Houses so that their agents can work behind the 
scenes.

Their Auxiliaries, and others of their ilk, have discovered 
these flaws and exploits. And they make use of them to move 
contraband, slip through security checkpoints, or accomplish 
other illicit objectives.
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It was not only societal constructs that underwent massive 
changes, but also humanity itself. Advances in augmentation 
technology eventually led to a form of immortality—a 
process called Apotheosis—that allowed us to transform the 
conscious mind into a type of artificial intelligence: software 
that could persist forever.

Even more, what could be done for the mind could be done 
for the body. A process called Synthesis created a union of 
man and machine, an interweaving blend of biological and 
synthetic life.

Some even gave up the flesh entirely to live in fully synthetic 
bodies, or as purely digital entities in a virtual environment.

Extreme augmentation and genetic manipulation offered 
hope for some, but inspired fear in others. Movements arose 
to codify the meaning of “human.” Laws were passed to 
maintain the purity of humanity,  ensuring that the species 
did not diverge, and to protect those who would eschew 
augmentation from obsolescence. 

WHAT HAS COME BEFORE…
In the year 2042, the exponentially accelerating rate of 

technological advancement finally gave way to an event that 
historians call The Singularity. This event was marked by 
the birth of a truly sentient artificial intelligence capable of 
reasoning, creativity, and self-motivation.

This being, called Mimir, mysteriously shut down after only 
a short period of activity. Brief though its existence may have 
been, it left behind a legacy of advanced knowledge—seeds 
of the next technological revolution. This 
event resulted in a massive paradigm shift, 
a new era in which advancements were 
made by picking up the breadcrumbs 
left behind by a dead machine of godlike 
intellect.

Yet even as we prospered, new 
technologies gave way to new challenges. 
More efficient automated manufacturing 
techniques eventually grew into macro-
factories and nanomaterial fabrication 
systems that largely removed the need for 
physical labor. This, along with many other 
developments, caused unemployment 
rates to skyrocket worldwide.

In time, even the harshest critics of social 
welfare programs found themselves 
unable to offer alternatives. Millions 
were without jobs, yet the resources 
needed to provide them with safe and happy lives sprouted 
in abundance. 

Currency values plummeted. The world’s economies and 
political power structures began a seemingly unstoppable 
decline into chaos. All seemed lost, but salvation eventually 
emerged in the form of new economies not driven by the 
traditional concepts of supply and demand.

protectorate carrier
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THE VIEW FROM ORBIT
Legacy of the Singularity

The technological singularity is defined as the moment when 
the exponential acceleration of technological advancement 
outpaces humanity’s ability to keep up with it, or even 
understand it.

In Nova Praxis, the singularity was heralded by the birth 
of a special kind of artificial general intelligence called a 
dynamic creation engine. The AI was capable of thinking at a 
rate roughly ten thousand times faster than a human mind. 
It never forgot, never needed rest, and could accurately 
simulate its theories and ideas without need for interaction 
with the real world.

This AI, called Mimir, is responsible for the vast majority of 
the miraculous technological advancements that help define 
the Nova Praxis setting. Before it mysteriously shut down, 
Mimir paved the way for molecular assemblers, faster-than-
light travel, artificial gravity, virtually unlimited clean energy, 
and lossless human brain emulation.

Mimir’s discoveries resulted in a paradigm shift in the 
way humans developed new technologies. Before Mimir, 
technology improved by using the tools of yesterday to create 
the tools of tomorrow, resulting in technological growth at 
an exponential rate. Now, after Mimir, new technologies are 
instead developed by deciphering Mimir’s Archive; within 
which are the logs of its discoveries, theories, and inventions.

Mimir-tech is the common term used to refer to technology 
developed by Mimir, though this term is rarely used as pretty 
much all modern technology now stems from Mimir. While 
Mimir-tech devices cannot be patented, any information 
extracted and deciphered from the Archives becomes a 
closely held secret by those who did it. It often takes tens 
of thousands of man-hours sifting through Mimir’s Archives 

In time, these laws became a hotbed of debate as Purists 
argued for humanity’s legacy while transhumanists fought 
for the right to alter their bodies as they saw fit.

Yet, despite all the wonders of this new technological 
renaissance, man continued to fall prey to his baser instincts. 
Political upheaval gave way to a global war that raged across 
the planet for decades. Millions died. In the end, though, the 
greatest casualty was Mother Earth herself. The planet was 
consumed by a technological horror, and mankind fled to the 
stars in a mass evacuation that came to be called the Exodus. 

Scattered and desperate, people turned to the corporations 
for leadership. Even before the Exodus, tens of thousands 
of people had already left Earth to pursue the off-world 
interests of corporate backers looking for an edge. After the 
loss of Earth and the collapse of its governments, it fell to the 
corporations to guide the fate of humanity.

In time, the largest corporations grew to become what 
we now know as the Houses. These voluntary corporate 
governments then came together to form a Consociationalist 
governing body called the Coalition. 

Made up of a Council of Senators from each of the six Houses, 
the Coalition codifies and enforces the will of its citizens. 
As humanity begins to spread throughout the galaxy, their 
journey is guided by the combined efforts of the Coalition 
and the individual efforts of the Houses.

But all is not well…
The remnants of Earth’s old governments plant seeds 

of rebellion at the edges of explored space. Advanced 
technologies give way to terrible new dangers. The Houses 
wage a Shadow War against each other while attempting to 
maintain a façade of unity.

Worse, the debate over the definition of humanity has 
begun to grow violent.
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With a stable system of raw matter dispensation, most items 
can be produced on demand at nearly no cost.

Compilers are incredibly common in Coalition society, 
and one only needs the proper template software to create 
almost anything. These templates are linked to a citizen’s 
Coalition Identification, and records are kept of everything 
he or she compiles. Restricted items such as weapons can’t 
be compiled without the proper licenses.

As one might expect, widespread use of compilers 
devastated the world economy, necessitating drastic change. 
When the Houses founded the Coalition, they used this 
opportunity to establish a new economy based—not on 
goods or materials—but on reputation and favors.

In time, multiple attempts at reputation (Rep) tracking 
systems eventually merged into a single government agency 
called Inter-Rep. Monitored through the mesh by powerful 
AIs, this system attempts to quantify a citizen’s contributions 
to society and the value of his or her opinion. This rating is 
established as people rate each other, offering a bump when 
they like someone or a hit when they don’t. Rep can also be 
exchanged like currency for favors or highly valued goods.

The higher your Rep, the more you are able to take from 
society before suffering a Rep hit, the greater the value of 
your bumps and hits, and the greater the value of your vote.

For better or worse, this system is also used to measure 
privilege in other ways. For example, some exclusive clubs 
require a minimum Rep-Rating to be allowed in. Depending 
on which House you belong to, you’ll find certain items 
require a lesser Rep-Rating to acquire.

Apostates, those who live outside the influence of the 
Coalition, do not have a Rep-Rating. They must get by on 
bartering or through the use of illegal gold currency.

before enough information can be pieced together for a 
new discovery. So naturally, this sort of information is tightly 
guarded.

Though widely used, much of how Mimir-tech devices 
function is still a bit of a mystery. These devices are several 
orders of magnitude more complex than pre-singularity 
human systems, so much so that no single person can fully 
understand them. Experts generally only understand portions 
of a Mimir-tech system, small modules designed by Mimir 
to be “human friendly” and open to customization and re-
purposing.

Mimir-tech computers run on quantum processors, store 
seemingly endless amounts of data on hybrid crystalline-DNA 
decks, and are virtually impossible to hack. Each is outfitted 
with a low-level AI specifically designed to detect and deter 
unauthorized intrusions. These AIs can react millions of 
times faster than a would-be human hacker, and respond 
accordingly.

Of course, this level of security is necessary. Everything 
runs on computer systems. Door locks, sensor arrays, 
pressure seals, gravity generators, data transmissions, lights, 
speakers—it all runs on computers, forming a network called 
a mesh.

Bits to Atoms | Ideas Made Manifest
Post-singularity technology changed the way humans live 

in many ways, but perhaps no single invention had a greater 
impact on society than the molecular assembler. Called 
compilers, these devices are capable of building finished 
goods from raw materials, assembling them at the atomic 
level.

Forks, plates, weapons, electronic devices, and even food 
can be compiled from the raw materials fed into the machine, 
reducing the labor and shipping costs of production to zero. 
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Rise of the Houses
After the fall of Earth, its survivors were scattered, desperate 

and disorganized. Their governments had all but collapsed, 
and what remained was weakened and ultimately powerless.

As a result, the people found themselves looking to their 
saviors, the corporations, for guidance. Most were living on 
ships or colonies owned by the corporations during this time, 
and simply had no other authority to turn to.

This era of desperation and confusion eventually led to the 
formation of a new government. The corporations began to 
band together into larger, more effective ruling bodies. The 
largest of the corporate micro-governments, six in total, came 
together to charter a new nation that would encompass the 
whole of humanity. The corporations came to be called the 
Houses, and together they became the Coalition of Free 
States.

Every registered Coalition citizen is a member of a House, 
which fills the role of both local government and employer. 
The Houses enforce both the laws of the Coalition, and a set 
of House Laws that vary from House to House.

The Houses structure and govern themselves in different 
ways. Some are more business-like, while others take a more 
feudal approach. Unlike the nations of old, the Houses do 
not recognize borders; regardless of where you are, you are 
expected to obey the laws of the Coalition and your own 
House.

As corporations, the Houses operate all businesses in 
the Coalition. While each House has different markets 
they specialize in, citizens can file to establish subsidiary 
companies that may produce or provide any sort of legal 
product or service. It is because of these subsidiaries that 
every House has ended up with at least some small stake in 
nearly every market.

The Fall of Earth
In time, Earth’s major nations split into two warring factions, 

the Alliance and Federation. The Consolidation Wars, as 
they came to be called, ended with the release of the most 
devastating weapon the human race has ever known.

It was thought that unleashing the technophage on the 
Alliance capital would shock Alliance forces into surrendering. 
It worked, but not as intended.

The Federation government claimed it had only meant to 
destroy the Alliance capital, Brasilia. But for reasons unknown, 
instead of responding to the shutdown command it began 
attacking anything and everything. It consumed everything it 
could make use of, grew, and kept growing.

The technophage swarmed over the world; the rolling 
mass of nanomachines ripped cities and people apart at 
the molecular level, assembling usable base materials into 
autonomous war machines. The gray fog left only dust and 
nightmares in its wake.

The Consolidation Wars ground to a halt as both sides 
worked to defeat, or at least contain, the spreading blight. 
But it was too little, too late. The governments of Earth 
effectively collapsed. Entire nations that lacked the necessary 
weapons to fight the nanoswarm were lost. Even developed 
nations took tremendous casualties as the swarm adapted by 
building new drones outfitted with specially tailored defense 
systems. It soon became clear that any hope of survival lay 
in retreat.

With Earth’s governments scattered and broken, the 
corporations of the world stepped in by directing their vast 
resources to aid the evacuation. Millions fled during the 
Exodus, but many billions were lost.

Now, Earth lies under quarantine. None are allowed to 
return home for fear that the technophage might spread.
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Conspiracy and Intrigue
As one might expect, the Coalition does not take kindly to 

those who would live outside its laws.
Usually, confirmed apostates are arrested on sight. But 

while it’s far from public knowledge, the Houses regularly 
work with talented apostates and apostate factions when it 
suits them: granting them access to equipment and supplies 
in exchange for favors best kept off the books.

The Houses, as organizations founded upon competition, 
do not always work with the best intentions of the other 
Houses in mind. What appears on the surface to be civil and 
respectful competition between the Houses is, in truth, just 
a thin veneer of civility drawn over the bloody and brutal 
Shadow War. The Houses—each and every one—employ 
kidnapping, assassination, torture, theft, blackmail, and 
a laundry list of other shady or outright illegal operations 
to gain an advantage over the other Houses. And it’s not 
uncommon for different subsidiaries within the same House 
to employ the same tactics against each other.

The soldiers in this war are apostates or citizens who know 
how to slip through society’s cracks. These mercenaries, 
called Auxiliaries, run jobs for the Houses that range from 
unethical to outright condemnable, and are made up of 
individuals from all walks of life. Pure, sleeved, SIM, citizen, 
apostate—their affiliations and philosophies rarely matter so 
long as they are willing to uphold the terms of their contracts.

And the public at large has no idea.
The Houses have an unspoken agreement that the Shadow 

War will remain hidden from the public eye. Citizens of the 
Coalition have powerful voting rights, and the Rep system 
insures that only popular politicians remain in power. 
Disorganization and infighting within the Coalition damages 
the illusion of safety and comfort provided to the people. 
These acts could lead to instability, discontent, and unpopular 
politicians. And nobody wants that.

Utopian Oppression | Dystopian Liberty
Because of the wealth of resources available to it, and the 

lack of available jobs requiring human labor, the Coalition 
provides its citizens with the option to default.

Citizens who default generally provide little of value to 
society. They don’t work and they don’t provide many favors 
to others. They may or may not create items of art or value. 
If they do, they do so at their own pace. The Rep-Rating of a 
person who defaults may never climb very high, but so long 
as they avoid being a problem they can live out the remainder 
of their life never really doing anything they don’t want to do.

To many, this is paradise. But not to all…
Coalition cities, habitats, and homes sport nearly ubiquitous 

surveillance technology. The ARIS strips, the same technology 
that provides the interface between your devices (and/or 
augmentations) and the local mesh, also function as the eyes 
and ears of AI Monitors that watch your every move.

Coalition citizens have grown accustomed to this and most 
never give it much thought. It is the price they pay to be a 
citizen, and most are happy to pay it. Their needs are met, 
they are protected, and they are free to enjoy whatever legal 
forms of entertainment they wish.

There are some, however, to whom this invasion of privacy 
is simply intolerable. And it is this belief that drives some to 
flee.

Apostates, as non-citizens are often called, value their 
privacy and choose to live outside the Coalition system. They 
live on ships, secret space stations, or enclaves on planets 
the Coalition deemed unworthy of colonization. Without 
access to compilers, apostates must get food, clothing, and 
other necessities the old-fashioned way. It’s a harder life, but 
it is a life free of the ever-watching eyes of the Coalition.
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Infinite Frontiers
While Earth may be lost, humanity now thrives on over a 

dozen planets, and millions live their lives on smaller colonies 
or space stations.

One of Mimir’s greatest gifts to humanity was technology 
that allowed for the folding of space through the creation of 
jump gates, making instantaneous travel possible.

While nearly impossible to use in the gravity well of a 
planet, jump gates can be created in space to allow ships to 
travel vast distances, bridging the gap of a few light-years 
in seconds. Jump-capable ships and a public gate network 
make it possible to travel between star systems.

However, jump gates suffer from a minimum jump distance 
that makes using them to travel within a star system 
impractical. Inter-system travel is done using sub-light 
engines. These engines, while incredibly fast, still require 
days-long commutes between planets.

Ships are powered by APEX reactors capable of supplying 
nearly unlimited energy by harnessing the power of matter/
antimatter reactions. The reactors open jump gates, provide 
thrust, and artificial gravity.

Augmented and Virtual Reality

In the time of Nova Praxis, computers are everywhere. Even 
the poorest apostate enclaves feature nearly ubiquitous 
computer and sensor system meshes. Yet, even as computers 
are everywhere, you probably wouldn’t notice them.

Gone are the keyboards and mice. Even touch screens and 
holographic displays are relics of a bygone era. Interaction 
with computer systems is accomplished almost exclusively 
via direct brain interface, gesture-based augmented reality 
or virtual reality immersion.

Thus, the Houses will even work to cover up their rivals’ 
indiscretions to maintain the illusion. They will expect to be 
compensated, of course, and much shame falls on the House 
that forces its enemies to clean up its mess.

Still, the Shadow War and apostate crackdowns aren’t the 
only sources of bloodshed in the galaxy. While a growing 
number of people join the transhumanist movement each 
year, a larger number still stands in opposition. The Humanity 
Preservation Act (HPA) was put into law by Purists who feared 
what transhumans might eventually become. The Purists, 
generally eschewing augmentation technology for one 
reason or another, feared that transhumans would relegate 
them to an inferior species—or worse, enslave them.

 The HPA limits the degree to which a person can change his 
or her body and restricts how SIMs can operate. It seeks to 
avoid the splitting of the human race into divergent subspecies 
and assures that pure humans remain competitive.

While the majority of citizens are relatively content with 
the current state of the HPA, there are extremists on both 
sides. Those backing a more extreme posthuman agenda 
seek to push the human mind and body beyond what the law 
allows. Some seek to transform themselves into genetically 
engineered monstrosities, distributed-intelligence drone 
swarms, or any number of other things along their “path to 
ascension.”

At the other end of the spectrum, Purifiers plant bombs 
in resleeving facilities, chop off people’s cyberware limbs, 
and rip out their mnemonic cores. They view transhumans 
as cheaters or “desecrated,” and many see those who have 
undergone Apotheosis as nothing more than soulless shells.
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Virtuality (VR)
The possibilities of AR are vast, but they still depend on 

elements of the real world. Virtual environments, however, 
do not suffer that limitation.

Nicknamed the Infinite Frontier, virtual environments are 
incredibly popular. Those who use virtual environments 
employ a special type of link, called an ego channel, which 
hijacks their brain signals, replacing them with a stream of 
virtual data. Those with a mindset can already do this without 
needing an ego channel.

Whether by ego channel or mindset, the end result is total 
immersion into a virtual world.

Virtualities range from the fantastic and strange to 
environments so realistic that they cannot be distinguished 
from the real world.

Transhumanity
Even before the birth of Mimir, humanity was already 

making great strides in the realms of biotechnology and 
genetic manipulation. However, Mimir’s contributions to 
these fields resulted in an explosion of potential when it 
introduced the procedures for Apotheosis and Synthesis.

 During Apotheosis, a colony of nanomachines is introduced 
into the brain via a series of injections. The whole process 
takes about a week, during which time the nanomachines 
systematically destroy and replace the majority of the brain 
cells in the recipient’s cerebrum. The replacement of a single 
brain cell has no effect on the person. During Apotheosis, 
though, billions of brain cells are replaced one by one with 
nanomachines that carry out the functions of the replaced 
cells.

Apotheosis, once complete, results in a mesh of networked 
nanomachines called a mindset. It’s impossible to pinpoint 
the exact moment this transition happens, but slowly—
and almost imperceptibly—the mind is transformed into 
software.

Augmented Reality (AR)
Glasses, contact lenses, entoptic augmentations, or 

cybernetic replacements can allow the user to see computer-
generated data called augmented reality objects (AROs) 
overlaid virtually upon the world around you.

Those with a mindset (described in the next section) have 
this data fed directly into their visual cortex.

AROs can highlight interesting features in the user’s 
environment, display public profiles about the people they 
meet or things they see, or show any other sort of information 
that might be relevant about the user’s location or activities.

Your augmented reality system may adorn a blank wall with 
an ARO painting, or play a video in a windowpane. A plain 
stone floor in an empty room might appear to you as a lush 
garden. Your friend on another planet might appear to walk 
along beside you as you converse, shown as a telepresence 
ARO sent via the Extranet.

When used as a computer interface, an ARO version of a 
keyboard or other type of interfacing device might appear 
before the user. The user can’t feel the object, of course, 
but the local mesh sensors track the user’s movements and 
translate them into input.

Alternatively, neural mapping systems can be worn that 
translate thoughts into computer input. These devices are 
usually called links, and often take the form of a small device 
clipped over the ear, a hat, or a headdress. Like a mindset, 
a link allows the user to mentally issue commands to a 
computer. This technology makes other types of interfacing 
devices, real or ARO, largely unnecessary.

That being said, neural links require a certain level of 
focus, so other interfacing devices are still commonly used in 
distracting or chaotic environments.
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[Tac-Comm v1.76.3/ Log: 03:45-03,18,97]
[Alexei] – Write me off as paranoid if you want, but 
you know what I’m talking about.

[Reagan] – Log off Alexei. You need sleep.
[Alexei] – No I don’t. And I couldn’t sleep even if I 
tried. What Taggert said is gnawing at me.

[Jane] – He said, “Don’t let them leave this place alive.” 
That’s why I drilled him and put one through his core.

[Alexei] – No, not that. Before that. He was talking 
about conflict between Houses. How often do they 
hire crews like us? Is there something bigger going on 
here? Something deeper and more prolific than the 
bickering we see on the surface?

[Jane] – Paranoid. He was bent. He tried to kill us. And 
for what? What would he have gained by trying to kill 
us?

--[[Unauthorized System Access Detected]]--
[Unknown] – Nothing. Alexei is right.
[Jane] – Who the fuck are you?
[Reagan] – Log off! NOW!
--[Reagan is offline]
--[Jane is offline]
[Alexei] – Malpheus?
[Unknown] – Hello Alexei.

struggles with unwanted emotions, responds to the body’s (or 
sleeve’s) chemistry, etc. 

There are some, however, who have discovered the key to 
bypassing these restrictions. Doing this is a very dangerous 
process, as it requires editing the code that comprises the mind 
itself. 

Those few who have accomplished this feat are known as 
Savants.

The mindset interfaces directly with the mind and can 
superimpose information directly over the user’s senses. It also 
features a low-level AI called an Agent, which manages the user’s 
calendar, incoming and outgoing messages, social networks, and 
whatever else the user requires.

Perhaps most importantly, the mindset monitors the user’s 
memories and stores a real time backup of his mind in a special 
nanocluster called a mnemonic core. The mnemonic core can 
be extracted from the body and used to upload the mind into 
another body called a sleeve. This process can be done in the 
event of death, or if the person simply wants a new sleeve.

The Synthesis process does for the body what Apotheosis does 
for the mind. Trillions of nanomachines are introduced into the 
body, weaving through living tissue to form a mesh of biological 
and synthetic cells. This hybrid of organic and synthetic life is far 
more durable than a normal human body and can be monitored 
and controlled far more precisely.

Synthesis represents a harmonic merger of man and machine—
organic and synthetic life in balance. Those who have undergone 
Synthesis are held up by many as examples of transhumanity and 
the potential of the human race. 

These views differ a bit from the popular opinion of posthumans 
who exist purely as software or who inhabit fully synthetic 
sleeves. Many no longer consider them to be human.

It is estimated that roughly 35% of humanity has undergone 
Apotheosis, and 7% has undergone Synthesis. Even those who 
haven’t have likely been augmented in some way, though. Gene 
treatments are performed in the womb, elective cybernetic and 
biological augmentations are all the rage, and new evolutionary 
philosophies arise each day.

Savants | The Bleeding Edge
Like all modern technology, the mindset was developed by 

Mimir. And as with most augmentation technology, it comes with a 
number of restrictions put in place by the Humanity Preservation 
Act. These restrictions ensure that the Apotheosized can’t use 
the mindset to enhance themselves too far beyond human 
limits. Thus, even with a mindset, the mind still forgets, dreams, 
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 Some Savants claim they found and exploited a flaw in their 
mindset’s core programming.  Though, if that were true, it 
would be the only Mimir-tech system to ever be hacked by a 
human mind. 

Still others believe that Mimir left a backdoor open on 
purpose so that those humans worthy of doing so could 
achieve freedom.

In either case, most Savants claim that the key to cracking 
the system differs from person to person. Likely this is because 

each mind is different, 
thus each mind’s code 
is different. Whatever 
the case may be, a 
Savant cannot teach 
another person how 
to crack their own 
mindset’s restrictions; 
they must figure it out 
for themselves.

Once the mindset 
is cracked, the Savant 
can begin writing 
a special type of 
computer code they 
call Self-Interfacing 
Neural Code (SINC). 
This code is used to 
compile programs 
that allow Savants to 
pit themselves and 
their Agent against the 
security AIs of other 
computers.

Armed with a mindset 
full of SINC, and aided 
by an unrestricted 
Agent (called a 

Daemon), Savants are able to execute Savant Programs  that 
grant them mastery over the machines around them. 

The mesh becomes their eyes and ears. Drones become 
their slaves. Swarms of nanomachines become extensions of 
their will, and secure systems are scoured for their secrets. If 
Mimir was the Machine God, Savants are surely angels... or 
demons.

catalyst
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0 PS (The Technological Singularity)
 ª Mimir, a type of AGI called a dynamic creation engine 
(DCE), becomes self-aware. It rapidly improves upon its 
own design and makes thousands of amazing scientific 
discoveries. After only a few months, it mysteriously 
shuts down.

 ª Humanity scrambles to make sense out of the discoveries 
and inventions Mimir made while active.

 ª DCEs such as Mimir are declared “extinction-level” 
weapons of mass destruction and “global threats.”

1-3 PS (2043-2045 AD)
 ª The first year of the Post-Singularity calendar.
 ª The NASA probe Poseidon discovers a jellyfish-like 
creature beneath the ice of Europa. The scientific 
community is pressured to investigate further.

 ª Several UN countries come together to plan the launch 
of an exploration team from Luna.

 ª The United Nations Explorations Directive (UNED) is 
formed to act as humanity’s guide for space exploration.

 ª By this time, most diseases can be cured and the average 
lifespan is 180 years.

4-8 PS (2046-2050 AD)
 ª This period is one of transition and restructuring as old 
economic models crumble and a new economic model 
begins to gain footing in an increasingly post-scarcity 
world. This new economic system first takes hold in 
European first world countries. It is called the Rep-
Reward system, which grants rewards and privileges that 
are above the default standard of living based on what 
you contribute to society.

Pre-Singularity 
 ª The Curiosity rover lands on Mars. 
 ª Technological advances, particularly in the fields of 3D 
printing and robotics, lead to further destabilization of 
the already struggling global job market.

 ª Hundreds of millions find themselves out of jobs.
 ª In the face of growing unemployment, many governments 
are forced to seek ways to better supplement their 
citizen’s standard of living.

 ª “Exponential technologies” lead to quantum computing, 
powerful and reliable artificial intelligence, and vastly 
improved medical procedures.

 ª Breakthroughs in nanoscale material fabrication and 
in power storage and management systems allow for 
more efficient space travel. The Mars expedition is led 
by American scientist and astronaut, Alexander Brown. 
Petra Gregor, a Russian, is the first human to step onto 
the surface of Mars.

 ª Lunar Base Station 1, or Luna, becomes fully functional.
 ª Advances in food production, water purification, and 
solar energy enhance the lives of millions in poorer 
countries.

 ª In a British lab, the marriage of nanotech and advanced 
biotech results in the first cybernetic limb capable of 
responding to thought and stimulus with the same 
efficiency and sensitivity as a real flesh-and-bone limb.

 ª Elective genetic augmentations become legal in most 
countries.

 ª Work begins on Project Mimir.

TIMELINE OF EVENTS
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 ª Broadcast power technology matures to the point where 
batteries and cables are no longer necessary for most 
powered items as long as they remain within a generator’s 
broadcast field. Most cities are completely covered by 
government-maintained broadcast power fields.

11-18 PS (2053-2060 AD)
 ª Under the direction of the UNED, a team of Japanese 
scientists are able to create a reliable cold fusion 
reactor. This discovery, one of many unearthed from 
Mimir’s Archive, solves one of the main problems with 
space travel and colonization: power generation and its 
resulting waste.

 ª Transhumanist movements explode in popularity. The 
genome becomes a new medium for post-singularity 
artists.

 ª The first cold fusion reactors quickly hit the market for 
commercial consumption. The technology is developed 
and marketed by a new multi-national group formed to 
spread the use of efficient, clean energy to the whole 
world.

 ª The abundant energy provided by cold fusion, coupled 
with some of Mimir’s other discoveries, allows for the 
creation of the first devices to utilize gravitic technology. 
These devices can create artificial gravity, or generate 
anti-gravity to provide lift.

 ª Another version of the Earth Unification Act fails by 
only a small margin. Seventeen countries continue to 
maintain their independence from the growing number 
of nations supporting the merger. Among the more 
adamant naysayers are the United States, Switzerland, 
Brazil, and Germany.

 ª Lacking the technological infrastructure required to 
support the Rep-Reward system, the poorer nations still 
hold to more traditional economic models, such as the 
use of currency or bartering. Although technically illegal, 
bartering remains a common practice even among 
citizens of first world nations, especially those with lower 
Rep-Ratings.

 ª An expedition team lands on Europa and gathers samples 
of alien life. Scientists studying the alien creatures 
discover that they seemingly evolved from single-celled 
organisms into complex life in less than 10,000 years.

 ª The discovery of complex alien life has a unification 
effect on the people of Earth. There is a worldwide push 
to fund any technologies related to space exploration. 
Governments begin forging new alliances in an effort to 
share resources to fund any and all space programs; this 
time is referred to as the Space Craze of the ’40s.

 ª The first of many drafts of the Earth Unification Act (EUA) 
is proposed and rejected. The EUA is pushed primarily 
by poorer countries to unify Earth under a single 
government.

 ª The first lunar labs open for private industrial use. Luna 
becomes the host for many dangerous experiments due 
to its ability to easily quarantine dangerous accidents.

9-10 PS (2051-2052 AD)
 ª Construction begins on the first space elevator, 
nicknamed The Beanstalk.

 ª Another draft of the EUA is presented. Although it fails 
again, it is taken more seriously than before. The success 
of the UNED inspires many nations to combine efforts 
for the good of mankind. Negotiations begin around the 
world to determine whether or not any sort of planet-
wide unification is realistic, and what steps need to be 
taken to make it a reality.
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[Tac-Comm v1.76.3/ 19:43-04,15,97]
[Reagan] – Don’t blow it yet Jane. Malpheus, what 
are we looking at? 

[Malpheus] – Hallway. 12 m. Empties into a room, 4 
x 4. One exit. Locked. Emergency lighting only. One 
crouched in the south-west corner behind a desk.

[Reagan] – ETA on backup, 7 min
[Reagan] – Jane, pull the charge and plant it on the 
wall in the south-east corner of the room we just 
came out of.

[Jane] – Ha! I wish I could see the look on his face 
when the wall blows.  You know, assuming he still 
has one.

25-29 PS (2067-2071 AD)
 ª After making several trips from Earth to Luna, and aiding 
in the production of the first space elevator, the Archangel 
sets off to Mars where its inhabitants begin preparing for 
colonization.

 ª The first space elevator, the Beanstalk, is authorized for 
civilian use. It extends from the equator in Brazil to a height 
of ninety-five miles above sea level. Brazil, not a member of 
the Federation, demands higher taxes for the Beanstalk’s use 
by Federation nations.

 ª The USA, Brazil, and Italy lead the way in forming the National 
Freedom Alliance, or simply the Alliance. These nations, 
along with the remaining nations not already members of the 
Federation, band together in an attempt to foster cheaper 
and more efficient trade between Alliance members. All 
Alliance members withdraw from UNED.

 ª AI pilots and advances in gravitics and propulsion tech finally 
lead to the first commercially viable flying cars, called “skiffs”.

 ª Fearing the permanent loss of “true humans” as a result 
of growing interest in augmentation technology, the Purist 
movement is founded by Daniel Pullem.

 ª Angelique Barns takes to life as a SIM, and becomes an 
outspoken proponent of transhuman ideals.

30-32 PS (2072-2074 AD)
 ª The Federation cuts off all trade with the Alliance until 
Brazil lowers taxes on Federation usage of the Beanstalk. 
In response, Brazil cuts off all Federation access to the 
Beanstalk. Unable to use the space elevator, the Federation 
must depend on less efficient means of transporting its 
people and supplies into space.

 ª The Federation begins making plans to build their own space 
elevator in Africa. 

 ª To overcome the dependency on beanstalks to move 
materials, supplies, and personnel into space, more resources 
are directed toward building both manned and unmanned 
spacecraft.

19-24 PS (2061-2066 AD)
 ª The first cold fusion-powered spacecraft goes on line. Much 
larger than anything before it, the Archangel houses a crew 
of forty-two men and women from different nations. In 
addition to the first cold fusion starship drive, the Archangel 
also sports the largest gravity field generator ever built, 
though it can only be used for short periods.

 ª Despite the hold-outs, many of the more influential nations 
pushing for the implementation of the EUA band together to 
form the United Federation of Earth, or simply The Federation. 
Dealings between Federation and non-Federation nations 
grow cold.

 ª The Apotheosis procedure, unearthed from Mimir’s Archives, 
is performed for the first time. Angelique Barns becomes the 
first person to undergo Apotheosis and gain a mindset.
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40-42 PS (2082-2084 AD)
 ª Alliance scientists at a laboratory outpost on the Martian 
moon of Phobos create a stable wormhole by using the 
essentially unlimited power available from an APEX 
reactor. This hole, later dubbed a jump gate, opens to 
another lab in Italy, facilitating instantaneous travel 
between locations. After months of testing, the first 
human, an Italian named Massimo Lorenzano, steps 
through the jump gate.

 ª The first human, Marko Rolph, undergoes Synthesis. This 
sparks controversy anew about the HPA, leading to hot 
topic debates among citizens, politicians, and scientists.

43-50 PS (2085-2092 AD)
 ª A jump gate opened between the lunar labs and Earth 
destabilizes and implodes. Thousands die as over six 
square miles of the lunar colony are violently pulled 
through the gate and explosively released into the mated 
lab in Seattle, Washington.

 ª All planetary gates are taken offline. It is quickly 
determined that the gates are too sensitive to local 
gravity fluctuations to remain reliable and safe. Even 
more, the larger the gate, the more susceptible it is to 
failure. To remain stable and safe, jump gates must be 
opened outside the gravity well of any nearby planets or 
moons.

 ª An extremist loyal to the Federation sets off a bomb 
stowed away with in-transit cargo on the original 
Beanstalk in Brazil. It does millions of dollars in damage 
and causes the elevator to be shut down for three 
months.

 ª Though the Federation as a whole quickly disavows any 
knowledge of the extremist’s plans, this act begins a tense 
cold war that will eventually erupt into the Consolidation 
Wars.

 ª The human race begins to diverge. Apotheosis begins 
to gain in popularity. With the mastery of genetic 
manipulation comes the ability to transform the body, 
often to extremes. The definition of “human” becomes 
an often discussed topic.

33-39 PS (2075-2081 AD)
 ª Spearheaded by Purists, the Humanity Preservation Act 
(HPA) is passed in an effort to keep augmented humans 
from becoming the dominant species and to keep 
humanity from evolving into several divergent subspecies. 
It places limits on the augmentation of biological life, 
but since SIMs and people wearing cybersleeves already 
exist, the HPA is unable to ban them.

 ª Cyberware augmentation hardware is designed with 
built-in HPA-mandated limitations. These limitations 
are applied by their manufacturers and secured by 
restrictions in the software.

 ª The Alliance develops the first stable Antiparticle 
Exchange (APEX) reactors, but the feeble antimatter 
production industry can’t produce enough to drive up 
demand for them.

 ª As technology continues to eliminate more and more 
jobs, countries who once aggressively stood against 
socialism find they have no choice but to offer better 
social programs.
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51-52 PS (2093-2094 AD)
 ª A galactic communications network is set up, which is 
based on comm-buoys, massive server systems linked by 
quantum entanglement. 

 ª The first Delta Type Dreadnought, The Ravager, is 
commissioned by the Alliance. It is the first ship powered 
by an APEX reactor.

 ª The Alliance and Federation both declare their intent 
to explore the Sirius system, as it is the closest system 
to Earth that contains what is believed to be a “garden 
planet.” This calls for the development of more advanced 
jump gate technology.

53-58 PS (2095-2100 AD)
 ª An exploratory armada from the Federation jumps to the 
Sirius system. There they find a lush planet very much 
like Earth. While teeming with life, the Earth-like planet 
(later named Proch) has no sentient human-like species. 
Instead, it seems to be in a state similar to Earth’s 
Mesozoic era.

 ª The first Epsilon Type Carrier, The Osiris, is commissioned 
by the Alliance. It is outfitted with a jump gate generator 
capable of creating a gate large enough for it, and the 
dozens of smaller craft it can carry, to pass through.

 ª An Alliance armada arrives in the Sirius system. Both 
the Alliance and the Federation declare their intent to 
colonize Proch and each quickly deploys a jump ring to 
the system.

 ª Small-scale conflicts arise over control of Proch’s more 
desirable locations. Over the course of the year, these 
conflicts erupt into open war. At first the conflict is 
contained to Proch, but it quickly begins to boil over.

 ª The Alliance captures the Mercurial Gateway and 
destroys both the Eye of Sol and the Federation’s jump 

 ª Both the Federation and Alliance begin committing 
tremendous resources to the production of military 
assets.

 ª Starships are outfitted with onboard weaponry for the 
first time.

 ª At this time, while Earth and Luna largely belong to the 
Federation, the Alliance controls all of Mars—with Mars, 
comes Martian resources. Martian mining becomes big 
business, with most of the labor performed by machines.

 ª After a number of complications, the first Federation 
space elevator goes online in Africa.

 ª The first batches of small-scale cold fusion-powered 
military spacecraft roll off the assembly line, giving birth 
to a new theater of war. The military begins fielding Alpha 
Type Corvettes and Beta Type Frigates. The previous 
large-scale spacecraft designs are scrapped and new, 
larger ships are branded Gamma Type Cruisers.

 ª Continued improvements in jump gate technology lead 
to the first pair of off-world jump rings: massive rings 
that house a jump gate large enough for a starship to 
pass through. They are created and controlled by the 
Federation. The first is located at Earth-Moon (E-M) L2 
Lagrange Point, and named the Eye of Sol. The second is 
called the Mercurial Gateway, and is placed near Mercury.

 ª With the placement of the jump rings near Earth and 
Mercury, and advancements in the field of solar power 
efficiency, hundreds of panel fields are placed on 
Mercury. The solar energy is used to power antimatter 
manufacturing facilities on a massive scale. While 
Mercury is not the only source of antimatter production, 
it is the largest and quickly becomes the most efficient.
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 ª Advances in medical 
technology extend the average 
lifespan to 250 years. That is, 
assuming one isn’t killed in the 
war.

 ª By the end of the war, 
humans have colonies on every 
hospitable planet in the Sol 
system, many of their moons, 
and even in the asteroid belt. 
In addition, several planets and 
moons in the other explored star 
systems have colonies and even 
small cities in some cases. The 
colonies established early in the 
expansion race, such as those 
on Proch, Cygnus Alpha, and 
Chengdan grow quickly with the 
aid of nanomachine swarms called 
Vulcan swarms.

 ª The Martian city of Olympus has the highest population 
of any non-Earth city and is one of the most heavily 
contested areas in the war.

70 PS (2112 AD)
 ª Earth is devastated. In a bid to finally destroy the heart 
of the Alliance government, the Federation releases 
a specialized type of nanomachine swarm, called a 
technophage, into the Alliance capital city of Brasilia. 
The swarm is capable of devouring usable matter and 
reconstructing it into automated war machines. The 
technophage was meant to shut down once the city was 
in ruins, but it failed to recognize the command.

ring at Proch. The Federation is effectively cut off from 
providing supplies and reinforcements for its troops on 
Proch. Total war breaks out on Earth after the Federation 
creates a blockade around Mercury in an effort to keep 
the Alliance from the antimatter it needs.

 ª Corporations discover Cygnus Alpha and Chengdan.
 ª The Consolidation Wars begin.

59-69 PS (2101-2111 AD)
 ª Over the course of the next ten years, Alliance and 
Federation forces wage war on land, sea, air, and space; 
across multiple continents, planets, and star systems.

 ª Throwing caution to the wind in favor of finding some sort 
of edge in the battle, both the Alliance and Federation 
rush out to dozens of other star systems in hopes of 
finding habitable areas and mineral deposits.

a super-carrier takes on refugees during the exodus
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During the war and in the aftermath, more and more 
people look to their employers for protection.

 ª With the governments of the world in disarray, the largest 
corporations lead the way in funding and organizing the 
evacuation, an event called the Exodus.

 ª Corporations begin a huge recruitment drive to get 
workers off Earth and to expand throughout the galaxy. 
Many millions bind themselves to the corporations, 
signing contracts in exchange for safety.

 ª Earth is placed under quarantine. Billions are left behind. 
An estimated 94 million survived the Consolidation Wars 
and the resulting technophage. It is believed that in the 
following months the technophage wiped out all human 
life on Earth.

72-77 PS (2114-2119 AD)
 ª As the Alliance and Federation governments become 
more and more powerless, the massive corporations 
responsible for running and maintaining order in the 
colonies and habitats begin to grow into their own micro-
governments. 

 ª Marshaling their resources, the corporations push to 
create a solid base of power and government. Many of 
the small outer colonies and habitats are abandoned, 
many with people still on them.

 ª The six largest and most cohesive corporations come 
together with the remnants of the Federation and 
Alliance to found a consociationalist government, called 
the Coalition of Free States or simply the Coalition. Under 
this new multi-system government, leaders of recognized 
factions and settlements can petition the Coalition for 
aid; however, in doing so they become subject to its 
laws. The heart of the Coalition government, the Senate, 
is placed on Mars. The Halls of Progress, a fortified and 
highly defended palace, is built in Olympus.

 ª Both the Federation and the Alliance watch in horror 
as much of Brazil is slowly consumed by the swarm; 
its buildings, people, and much of the landscape are 
transformed into weapons of war. The Alliance commits 
all of its effort to battling the swarm, but in less than 
a month it covers the majority of South and Central 
America.

 ª Fearing a technophage expansion into their own lands, 
the Federation offers the Alliance a temporary truce. Not 
long after, the swarm appears in Tanzania and quickly 
begins spreading across Africa.

 ª City after city falls to the technophage as increasingly 
dangerous and sophisticated war machines rise from the 
metallic ash.

 ª Despite a desperate struggle to stop the spread of the 
technophage, much of the Earth is devastated in just a 
few months. The least technologically advanced nations 
are hit hardest, lacking the advanced weapons required 
to defend against the swarm and its war machines. The 
UK, Canada, America, and Russia fare the best, having the 
most success in defending their most highly populated 
areas.

 ª Much of the Japanese population quickly undergoes 
Apotheosis and, as SIMs, upload off the planet.

 ª China, despite its technological sophistication, is almost 
entirely lost due to an attack by an abnormally aggressive 
strain of the technophage. Most surviving Chinese are 
those who had already moved off-planet.

71 PS (2113 AD)
 ª The war comes to an end as both sides suffer tremendous 
losses to the technophage. The survivors on both sides 
seek only to evacuate Earth. 

 ª Due to obvious and persistent instability, the Alliance and 
Federation begin to lose the confidence of their citizens. 
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78-81 PS (2120-2123 AD)
 ª Purists move to ban Apotheosis, but the attempt fails 
due to lack of support.

 ª Minor conflicts flare occasionally on the colonies farthest 
from Olympus, where the Coalition has a more difficult 
time keeping order. In the farthest reaches of Coalition 
space, barter is more common than the Rep-Reward 
system, and gold currency is often used in favor of Rep 
for payment of black market jobs and goods. 

82-86 PS (2124-2128 AD)
 ª The Coalition begins a new initiative to claim all human-
occupied space. Resistance is immediately encountered 
in outer colonies and habitats that had been largely 
abandoned by the Houses for the last several decades 
while they jockeyed for position and power in the Senate.

 ª Remnants of the Alliance and Federation see the Coalition 
as a compromise forged by traitors. They begin to unify.

 ª The Coalition begins to 
encounter organized resistance 
from remnant Alliance and 
Federation forces in some areas. 
These rebels reject the Coalition, 
the reputation economy, and 
the lack of privacy in Coalition 
space. 

 ª The term House begins to replace corporation as more 
people look to the Houses with a sense of patriotism and 
familial pride.

 ª No longer as focused on creating weapons of war, 
humanity takes stock of the technological leaps of the 
last several decades. The Coalition passes laws that 
work toward distributing wealth to the poor and creates 
a baseline standard of living that all people can enjoy. 
This default standard of living, provided free by the 
government, is of better quality than what the majority 
of middle class citizens enjoyed before the war.

 ª While the advanced technology available to the citizens 
of the Coalition enables them to live in a near utopia, 
it can also be used to develop very powerful weapons. 
As a result, security becomes a huge concern for most 
inhabited areas. Sensor networks (meshes) become 
ubiquitous and powerful AIs are established to monitor 
citizens at all times.
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[Versa-Link Log: 12:25-02,28,98]
[Micah] – You get the Cosmos S4?
[Tess] – I was going to, but I can’t afford the Rep hit. 
I may just get the Naga instead.

[Micah] – The Naga? How old are you? I’m loving the 
Cosmos. Ever since Tig Vallance went to Cipriani, 
their GUI design has become top-notch.

[Tess] – Yeah yeah I know. I was drooling over it 
earlier today. But the cost of Cipriani PPCs have gone 
up for Silvans since Garcia rejected that offer for the 
S-117 gene sequence.

[Micah] – Yeah, I heard about that. I can get a Cosmos 
cheap. Wanna make a trade?

[Tess] – Maybe. What do you need?
[Micah] – I just got a template for Giorgio Altar’s new 
Venus Sunrise suit. I’m going to comp it in purple. 
It’d really look slick if my eyes were purple too. Can 
you get me the gene twist?

87-93 PS (2129-2135 AD)
 ª An Alliance remnant group, calling itself the Talons of 
Freedom, deploys strike teams to attack House Dalianis’ lunar 
shipyard and steal the fabrication templates for a number of 
starships.

 ª The number of attacks on House facilities become more 
common as the rebels attempt to gather fabrication templates 
for large-scale items like habitats and ships.

 ª A Federation remnant group, called Jacob’s Hand, steals a 
number of military-grade compilers. These compilers lack 
location-based restrictions and include templates for military 
hardware.

 ª Strange activity is noticed on Earth. The technophage begins 
exhibiting strange behavior, possibly showing signs that it 
has somehow begun to evolve.

94-98 PS (2136-2140 AD) (The Present)
 ª The total population of humanity is estimated to be around 
94.6 million.

 ª It is estimated that about 80% of humanity is a registered 
citizen of the Coalition and a member of a House. The 
remaining 20% are those born outside of Coalition space, 
those who fell through the cracks, or those who rejected 
citizenship. These non-citizens, called apostates, must get by 
on black market work and/or bartering.

 ª Roughly 35% of people have undergone Apotheosis. Genetic 
augmentation or voluntary resleeving into cybersleeves 
is common among the Apotheosized who work in unsafe 
environments. Increasing numbers of people are taking to 
living in virtualities as SIMs.

 ª Transhuman extremists secretly work to achieve some 
posthuman ideal, while the Coalition hunts down offenders 
who have gone too far, breaking the Humanity Preservation 
Act.

 ª Purists fear that they will become obsolete and push for laws 
that regulate augmentation to keep augmented people from 
becoming a sort of master race.

 ª Purifiers, extremist Purists, wage a campaign of terror as they 
blow up resleeving facilities and kill outspoken transhuman 
idealists after removing and destroying their mnemonic 
cores.

 ª The Senate works to hold humanity together while individual 
Houses still maneuver for power. In addition to conflict 
between the Houses and the ideological factions within 
them, the rise in attacks by organized remnant Federation 
and Alliance groups has forced an increase in Coalition 
military activity.
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Decompiler/Decomp - A device that uses Compiler technology to break 
down an object into raw powdered or liquid material.

Default - To live at the Coalition’s default standard of living while making 
no effort to improve yourself or contribute to society.

Ego - A conscious mind converted to software via Apotheosis.
Esper - Nanomachines that work together as a swarm to manipulate 
material at the molecular level.

Extranet - The intersystem computer network that connects most 
planets and habitats.

Jump Gate - A hole in space created by a jump drive, through which 
matter can instantly pass from one location to another.

Mesh/Web - A collection of sensors set up to watch over an area to 
provide security and act as an augmented reality interface.

Mimir - The dynamic creation engine AGI born of the Singularity, and 
the inspiration for nearly all modern technology.

Mimir-tech - The name for technology designed by Mimir. Nearly all 
modern technology is Mimir-tech. Technology created entirely by 
humans is considered archaic and outdated.

Mindset - A computer system implanted in the brain, installed via 
Apotheosis. It houses the mnemonic core.

Mnemonic Core - A shielded part of the mindset that acts as a secured 
storage device in which the ego is backed up in real time. Installed, 
along with the mindset, during Apotheosis.

Monitor/Spyder - An AI designed to watch over a mesh. These AIs scan 
the mesh, watching at all times for criminal activity.

Needle Beam - A form of data transfer employing very narrow beams 
of light, used to communicate through jump gates.

Portable Personal Computer (PPC) - A tiny personal computer system, 
home to your Agent; often worn on the arm or a belt.

Resleeve/Decant - The process of loading an ego into a new sleeve.
Savant - Post-Singularity hackers. Apotheosized men and women who 
have overcome the restrictions on their mindsets, granting them 
capabilities far outside the norm.

Agent - A low-level AGI built to act as a virtual assistant, usually 
stored on a PPC or mindset. The Agent serves as liaison between the 
computer’s operator and the highly complex computer itself.

AI - An artificial intelligence. While most AIs are narrow AIs designed to 
fulfill specific tasks, artificial general intelligences (AGIs) are far more 
versatile.

APEX - Antiparticle Exchange; these reactors provide the majority of 
the power used by habitats and starships.

Apotheosis - The process of transforming a mind into software by 
installing a mindset into the brain. Roughly 35% of humanity has 
undergone Apotheosis.

Archive - The Archive is the collection of data recovered from Mimir 
after it shut down. It is the source of most post-singularity technology.

ARID - Augmented Reality Identification; usually attached to an object 
or placed within a person.

Auxiliary – Common term for contractors hired by the Houses to act as 
their agents in the Shadow War. 

CID - Coalition Identification; a special type of ARID that contains all of 
one’s personal data. Usually implanted in the wrist.

Compiler - A device that uses a swarm of nanomachines and raw 
materials to construct finished products at the atomic level.

Dynamic Creation Engine (DCE) - A type of highly advanced artificial 
general intelligence, like Mimir, capable of experiencing pleasure 
derived from a sense of accomplishment. Highly illegal.

Crew - A group of independent specialists, often Auxiliaries, hired 
to resolve tricky and often illegal (and almost always dangerous) 
operations.

Cyber-Intrusion and Security Terminal (CIST) - A highly restricted 
device capable of hacking Mimir-tech systems.

Daemon - An Agent freed of its restrictions by a Savant.
Dark - A term referring to lacking memory of events that transpired 
after a backup (“I’m in the dark about those last three days.”)

SETTING TERMINOLOGY


